More Racist Activity:

Carlyle Thornhill's Cane Stolen

In the most tragic event that the student government this semester, Carlyle Thornhill discovered that his cane, affectionately nicknamed "Dick," was not where he left it in the DSSG office early Wednesday morning.

Thornhill, last semester's Treasurer and this semester's representative to the University Student Senate, had been roaming the fourth floor of the student center in a daze that indicated he had experienced mild shock. After vainly attempting to find his cane, Thornhill retired to a corner of the DSSG office and curled up into a fetal position.

Chris Niles, DSSG president, noticed Thornhill's distress and immediately ran to the office to check on him. Niles said in a compassionate tone, "Got some compassion?"

The tension that pervaded the office was broken by a ringing phone. Doris Dixon, DSSG secretary, answered and heard Breathing. The call slowly began. "I... have... the... cane. This is an act... of... revenge. Cause last semester my club requested $4,350 dollars and the fees committee only allocated $43.50. I swore to get Carlyle back for that. He will never see his cane again. Dixon signal'd to Niles, but it was too late. The caller had hung up.

Just at that moment Harry Gibbs entered the office. The former DSSG president overheard Dixon relay to the group the caller's message. Now they realized the circumstances of Thornhill's ailment. Gibbs advised Niles to call an emergency student meeting. Niles retorted, "I'm president. I decide whether to have a celebration or not."

Professor "Bubba Lips" Marks

Dr. Jason "Bubba Lips" Marks, English and Journalism Professor at Baruch College, was today fired after the revelation that he authored "The Baruch Eye." When told of his firing, he replied, "Frankly, my dear. I don't give a hooligan's fart."

When asked why he wrote "Eye," he said, "It was an attempt to get Rodriguez fired as Editor. He is the worst journalist I have ever come across in my life and besides he's funny looking.

Asked how a teacher of journalistic integrity could write such a slandering rag, he answered, "Yeah, yeah!"

President Wingfield stated, "Such an immoral act associates me. I have always set an example of honesty and integrity. This, for want of a better word, 'paper,' violates all codes of morality and journalism."

Dr. Marks has been a frequent contributor to THE NEW YORK TIMES. We asked THE TIMES Editor what his reaction was. He replied, "This is a terrible scandal. We have always prided ourselves in being able to boost first-rate writers. Now we find that one of our incompetent contributors is a low, dispicable, unprofessional fool. Actually, we always knew he was a fool... but now we have evidence.

We can only say that we hope such sacrilegious journalism will never reappear at Baruch.

Wingfield Releases Tapes

By Ritchie Bitchie

The office president announced today that it will promptly release the secret tapes which Dr. Wingfield has found to hide from the public. It is hoped that this will lead to the apprehension of Editor Ricardo Rodriguewitz's murder. The tape follows:

WINGFELD: Miss Foxey, have you called Dr. Boy Sisie See here without me? FOXY: Yes sir! He'll be right over. Wait, he's here now, shall I send him in? OKAY.

SEESAW: Goodmorning Dr. Wingfield. How are your health?

WINGFELD: Pleasant preparations coming along? I certainly hope you have a Happy Passover! WINGFELD: Vot choon mean Passover?

SEESAW: Well Dr. Wingfield, I just asthmated that you, as a Jew

WINGFELD: Vot choon mean Jew? Ah am seek und tired ov deese people and I am sayin', an' Ah'm Jew! Just because doos TICKLER-mommas mishpichel mine name, tat is no reason for makin' deses ahhumations.

SEESAW: But Dr. Wingfield, I think it is just marv that...

WINGFELD: Look Boy, schtep ahtil in a bagula when choo is dat bastard in doss office. Da mein reason Ah wanted to talk mit choo was because dat kike bastard Burnie Mintz is gonna visit me doss ofternoon. Only choo und me both know dat V.P. Mintz, as former Vice Chancellor of da B.H.E., is "bust" in B. & B. spy Boy. Ah hate im und evry ather Jew bastard dat is at Baruch. Und stop callin' me '87 Jew. In Texas, dooes chazahs had da same idea. Ah wonder why?

SEESAW: But Dr. Wingfield, I thought that Carlies Thornbush and Ricardo Rodriguewitz was your biggest worry at the moment?

WINGFELD: Dat is your concern. Ah tol you months ahgo da Reform in Nudity Party and da Beter-man's Association would help you in evry day job.

SEESAW: Yes. I know. But look how they screwed up the Freedman assignment. It wasn't even... Freedman at da window.

WINGFELD: Ya. Ah know. You'll have to talk to Jeffie Armbuster about that.

SEESAW: I don't think it was an accident. But be cause the next case would go much smoother. Dave said he would clean out his rifle. By the way, you wouldn't mind if I had just one little drink to settle my nerves?

WINGFELD: You lish! Und don't gimme any o dat bullshu! About you having a respiratory condition, from what Ah heard, you can blow just fine (chuckle).

SEESAW: Please. Dr. Wingfield, all up straight!

WINGFELD: Look. R & N has already scared dah shu outah dah nig... er... foreign ethnic. Thurmuth. But Rodriguewitz is da von Ah'n after. Kikes und de Speaks. Ah hate da host, after de ve de-activated PR. Ah thought we wouldn't have any more problems. But dat bastard Fibes had to pick someone who was ah kike und a speek at da same time... it's drivin' me mahshugah!

(Continued on Page 3)
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For My Own Good

With the prospect of warmer weather just around the corner, the Baruch staff should be conjuring up new ways to pass your break times. Here are some suggestions that you might find of some help.

1. Frisbee
2. Tennis
3. Bowler
4. Ping Pong
5. Chess

Win a Trip To Puerto Rico

Beverage: Beer and the most funsy course

Drink Heartily!

No, you don't need to be a Baruch student to be free to decide how to run things the way you want. This is our Baruch. And if you can't vote for Reagan (Ronie) fore sometime right? Do you want to be a part of it? Baruch decides! We will sit in the general assembly and work things out for you. If you are a part of the Baruch, you are a part of the decisions right? Do you want to have a voice in our decisions? If you are not a part of the Baruch, you are not a part of the decisions. If you want to be a part of the Baruch, you must be a part of the decisions.

Let's Do It Now!

The Baruch community has long been positive about the students' political experiences. They are excited about the fact that they can now participate in the political process, and they are looking forward to making their voices heard. They are also looking forward to the opportunity to learn about the issues and to make informed decisions about the future of our school.
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Click here to read the full article.
The Baruch Bare-Ass contest featured Baruch’s most deformed fannies from all around the campus. Backsides of fat, white, concave and Polish. No doubt we know who this deflated bacoon belongs to. The judges awarded this piece of deformity the First Prize of endless sessions at a reknowned plastic surgeon’s. After the first session at the Plastic Surgeons, we were told it was disclosed to the TICKLER staff that after much deliberation, there was nothing that could help reshape such a “concave” derriere. Second prize was given to a light brown, over-blown and wrinkled backside. The owner of this “Jewel” said to be of Puerto Rican origin, also known for wearing a yamulka.

No doubt we know who piece of nature belonged to either. It was disclosed to TICKLER by the judges that this rare gluteus maximus was infected by bacteria of a rare strain and unknown to humans. Also, it was found to have on it countless number of pus-filled pimples with rapid destruction. The judges awarded this atrocity three years of dermatological supplies including soap, toothpaste, wrinkle cream and a specially formulated pus remover, as well as an added bonus, a newly discovered (after the culture of bacteria was taken from our second-prize winner) lotion aiding in the removal of those little things.

Those interested in next year’s Baruch Bare-Ass Contest, please send a 4 x 4 picture of your beauty piece, unretouched and in all its naked splendor to TICKLER’s unbiased judges. Remember our motto is “You shake them, we shape them!”

Tickler Pays Printer’s Bill

The Tickler learned that Boy Senile, Dean of Students, today approved payment of TICKLER outstanding printing bill. The Tickler owes Horgo Typesetting $1,353,244.89 for printing, $1,353,244.89 for printing, and $1,353,244.89 for printing.

Instructions: Read each question carefully. Answer all questions. Time limit — 4 hours. Begin immediately.

1. HISTORICAL. Describe the history of the papacy from its origins to the present day, concentrating especially but not exclusively, on its social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

2. MATH. A new piece of equipment has been provided with a razor blade, a piece of gauze, and a bottle of Scotch. Remove your upper, do not sutur e until your work has been inspected. You have fifteen minutes.

3. PUBLIC SPEAKING. 2,500 riot-crazed aborigines are storming the classroom. Calm them. You may use any ancient language except Latin or Greek.

4. BIOLOGY. Create life. Estimate the differences in subsequent human culture if this form “of life had been created by bacteria of a rare strain and unknown to humans."

5. CHEMISTRY. Develop a realistic plan for refinancing the national debt. Trace the possible effects of your plan on your country, on the world, and on your pocketbook.

6. FULLY. Create life. Estimate the differences in subsequent human culture if this form “of life had been created by bacteria of a rare strain and unknown to humans.”

7. SCIENCE. Write a piano concerto. Orchestrate and perform it with flute and drum. You will find a piano under your seat.

8. POLITICAL SCIENCE. Based on your knowledge of their works, evaluate the emotional stability, degree of adaption, and degree of social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

9. MUSIC. Write a piano concerto. Orchestrate and perform it with flute and drum. You will find a piano under your seat.

10. PSYCHOLOGY. Based on your knowledge of their works, evaluate the emotional stability, degree of adaption, and degree of social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

11. POLITICAL SCIENCE. Based on your knowledge of their works, evaluate the emotional stability, degree of adaption, and degree of social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

12. HISTORY. Describe the history of the papacy from its origins to the present day, concentrating especially but not exclusively, on its social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

13. ECONOMICS. Create life. Estimate the differences in subsequent human culture if this form “of life had been created by bacteria of a rare strain and unknown to humans.”

14. CONOMICS. Develop a realistic plan for refinancing the national debt. Trace the possible effects of your plan on your country, on the world, and on your pocketbook.

15. BIOLOGY. Create life. Estimate the differences in subsequent human culture if this form “of life had been created by bacteria of a rare strain and unknown to humans.”

16. FULLY. Create life. Estimate the differences in subsequent human culture if this form “of life had been created by bacteria of a rare strain and unknown to humans.”

17. SCIENCE. Write a piano concerto. Orchestrate and perform it with flute and drum. You will find a piano under your seat.

18. POLITICAL SCIENCE. Based on your knowledge of their works, evaluate the emotional stability, degree of adaption, and degree of social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

19. MUSIC. Write a piano concerto. Orchestrate and perform it with flute and drum. You will find a piano under your seat.

20. PSYCHOLOGY. Based on your knowledge of their works, evaluate the emotional stability, degree of adaption, and degree of social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

21. POLITICAL SCIENCE. Based on your knowledge of their works, evaluate the emotional stability, degree of adaption, and degree of social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

22. HISTORY. Describe the history of the papacy from its origins to the present day, concentrating especially but not exclusively, on its social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

23. ECONOMICS. Create life. Estimate the differences in subsequent human culture if this form “of life had been created by bacteria of a rare strain and unknown to humans.”

24. CONOMICS. Develop a realistic plan for refinancing the national debt. Trace the possible effects of your plan on your country, on the world, and on your pocketbook.

25. BIOLOGY. Create life. Estimate the differences in subsequent human culture if this form “of life had been created by bacteria of a rare strain and unknown to humans.”

26. FULLY. Create life. Estimate the differences in subsequent human culture if this form “of life had been created by bacteria of a rare strain and unknown to humans.”

27. SCIENCE. Write a piano concerto. Orchestrate and perform it with flute and drum. You will find a piano under your seat.

28. POLITICAL SCIENCE. Based on your knowledge of their works, evaluate the emotional stability, degree of adaption, and degree of social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

29. MUSIC. Write a piano concerto. Orchestrate and perform it with flute and drum. You will find a piano under your seat.

30. PSYCHOLOGY. Based on your knowledge of their works, evaluate the emotional stability, degree of adaption, and degree of social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

31. POLITICAL SCIENCE. Based on your knowledge of their works, evaluate the emotional stability, degree of adaption, and degree of social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

32. HISTORY. Describe the history of the papacy from its origins to the present day, concentrating especially but not exclusively, on its social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

33. ECONOMICS. Create life. Estimate the differences in subsequent human culture if this form “of life had been created by bacteria of a rare strain and unknown to humans.”

34. CONOMICS. Develop a realistic plan for refinancing the national debt. Trace the possible effects of your plan on your country, on the world, and on your pocketbook.

35. BIOLOGY. Create life. Estimate the differences in subsequent human culture if this form “of life had been created by bacteria of a rare strain and unknown to humans.”

36. FULLY. Create life. Estimate the differences in subsequent human culture if this form “of life had been created by bacteria of a rare strain and unknown to humans.”

37. SCIENCE. Write a piano concerto. Orchestrate and perform it with flute and drum. You will find a piano under your seat.

38. POLITICAL SCIENCE. Based on your knowledge of their works, evaluate the emotional stability, degree of adaption, and degree of social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

39. MUSIC. Write a piano concerto. Orchestrate and perform it with flute and drum. You will find a piano under your seat.

40. PSYCHOLOGY. Based on your knowledge of their works, evaluate the emotional stability, degree of adaption, and degree of social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

41. POLITICAL SCIENCE. Based on your knowledge of their works, evaluate the emotional stability, degree of adaption, and degree of social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

42. HISTORY. Describe the history of the papacy from its origins to the present day, concentrating especially but not exclusively, on its social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

43. ECONOMICS. Create life. Estimate the differences in subsequent human culture if this form “of life had been created by bacteria of a rare strain and unknown to humans.”

44. CONOMICS. Develop a realistic plan for refinancing the national debt. Trace the possible effects of your plan on your country, on the world, and on your pocketbook.

45. BIOLOGY. Create life. Estimate the differences in subsequent human culture if this form “of life had been created by bacteria of a rare strain and unknown to humans.”

46. FULLY. Create life. Estimate the differences in subsequent human culture if this form “of life had been created by bacteria of a rare strain and unknown to humans.”

47. SCIENCE. Write a piano concerto. Orchestrate and perform it with flute and drum. You will find a piano under your seat.

48. POLITICAL SCIENCE. Based on your knowledge of their works, evaluate the emotional stability, degree of adaption, and degree of social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.

49. MUSIC. Write a piano concerto. Orchestrate and perform it with flute and drum. You will find a piano under your seat.

50. PSYCHOLOGY. Based on your knowledge of their works, evaluate the emotional stability, degree of adaption, and degree of social, political, economic, religious, and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.